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BASE
USE

BASE is a synthetic liquid detergent prepared for floors cleaning, particularly studied
to seep through the dirt very quickly and take away old waxes, grease, soap-residue,
ink-stain and food-stain from every kind of floors.

BENEFITS

For his special composition of synthetic agents, BASE have replaced very well soaps,
detergents, solvent agents based on mineral oil and other cleaners that leave strong
residuals. The penetrating agents of BASE lift up and remove the old coating of wax,
the coating of dirt and all the spots without leaving deposits. BASE reduce the
possibility to have a corrosion on all the equipments, thanks to his inhibitory agents
included in his formulation. This characteristic makes possible and easy cleaning
operations that can be performed without moving heavy objects or permanently
installed.
BASE is not toxic, it is not irritant on the skin and don’t cause smokes or toxic
vapours.
BASE don’t cause damages on the materials that are generally used in the modern
flooring.
BASE it is a special formulation that contains activ-chlorine and detergents. It was
made do clean every kind of floor and to give them a safety hygiene.
BASE don’t contain solvent-agents based on mineral-oil, BASE is flameproof.
Consequently are not required special care like: No-Smoking or a good ventilation.
BASE It can be used into all the places where it is possible to use water without
causing damages. All the surfaces: tiled, painted or metallic surfaces, walls, floors,
marble, counters, and similar that are present into houses, offices, schools, churches,
hospitals, nursing homes, shops, alimentary-factories and so on, need BASE for a
careful cleaning and a safety HYGIENE.

USE SUGGESTIONS
Dilute BASE like the following board. Apply diluted BASE with a hand-sprayer or
with a rag.
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DILUTION A B C D
Parts di BASE 1 1 1 1
Parts of water 80 50 20 1

Floor cleaning.
Tiles of different materials: linoleum, rubber, vinyl B
On marble, ceramic-tiles, patchwork-tiles. C

Heavy dirt.
Use hot water, increase the concentration of BASE and leave the solution on the floor
for 5 minutes, rub with a brush, with steel-wool or with a nylon-brush.. Rinse out with
abundant hot water.

Gymnasium and lockers A
Swimming-pools D

All kind of floors:
Pour BASE in hot water. Wipe on the surfaces a rag imbued in this solution. Take
away the dirt with a wet cloth on walls, tiles, porcelain, enamel, wood surfaces or
metallic surfaces. Wipe on the surfaces with a sponge soaked in this solution and take
away the dirt with a damp dusting cloth. Rinse out.
To take away wax: Use BASE without dilution in water. Rub the floor with a strong
brush.

PECULIARITIES

Kind of product - Detergent, degrease for floors, soluble in water
Inflammability - Flameproof
Toxicity - Light toxicity in solution with water. Don’t Swallow
Smell - Flowers
Colour - Yellow
pH - 14
Composition - Altered alkali, Biodegradable sequestrator agents, chlorine
and solvent agents not based on mineral oil.

Note- The contents of this document is the issue of our knowledge and experiences
based on the product. Is given as an indication, it is not our responsibility for particular
applications.
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